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Native and Indigenous Peoples of Pittsburgh Region
Antwon Rose
Shot and Killed by East Pittsburgh Police Officer Michael Rosefeld
HEAVY

Kiese Laymon
Together, we could lie.
From whence we came

Genocide of Indigenous People and the Holocaust of Enslavement
“Papa Renty”
Congo | Edgehill Plantation, Columbia, SC
Taken for Professor Louis Agassiz of Harvard University in 1850
Thomas Green Clemson
Fort Hill Plantation | Clemson University
Inducted to South Carolina Hall of Fame in 1988
Woodrow Wilson
President, Princeton University (1902-1910)
28th President of the United States
John Wayne Reitz
President, University of Florida (1955–1967)
Caring about Diversity, without Anti-Racism or Anti-Colonialism, is not Justice
Reproduces violence

Nick Sandman and Covington High School vs. Omaha Elder Nathan Phillips
Reproduces violence

Young Americans for Freedom | University of Southern California
Reproduces violence

Donald Trump | Alumnus of UPenn
Reproduces violence

University of Virginia | Charlottesville, VA
Reproduces violence

Richard Spencer | Alumnus of UVa
Radical Inclusivity

Shifting the Climate and Conditions for Inclusive Excellence
Assess and Evaluate
Campus Racial Climate in Higher Education
NACCC
National Assessment of Collegiate Campus Climates
Be Dissatisfied
Contend with Power

Good Love, Healthy Choices, and Second Chances
Agitate and **Disrupt**

Be Ungovernable in Higher Education

@hfdavis
Imagine and Dream

Envision a Postsecondary Future Where We Are Free
Power, Transformation, and Miracles
Thank you!
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